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Abstract—Consistent routing update based on SoftwareDeﬁned Networks (SDN) is a complicated problem due to
the asynchronous and distributed data plane. Existing ordered
update approaches mostly focus on the consistent routing update
problem for unicast other than multicast, which should guarantee
two consistencies, drop-freeness and duplicate-freeness. In this
paper, we propose Shifter, a novel dynamic ordered update
scheme for consistent multicast routing update based on SDN
to guarantee both consistencies. Shifter advocates conﬁguring
inport match ﬁeld in the forwarding rules to avoid duplicate. In
order to guarantee drop-freeness, Shifter employs a dependency
graph to dynamically schedule update operations, and uses a
greedy solution to solve a subproblem named Replace Operation
Tree Migration Problem (ROTMP). We conduct simulations to
evaluate Shifter and ﬁnd that Shifter can give a near optimal
solution of ROTMP with very few rounds and little runtime for
multicast routing update scenarios. To the best of our knowledge,
Shifter is the ﬁrst ordered update scheme to guarantee the two
consistencies simultaneously.

which can be divided into static and dynamic approaches. The
static approaches schedule all update operations as a sequence
of operation sets executed round by round [9]–[13], while
the dynamic ones maintain a dependency graph and execute
dynamically-selected operations [7]. Besides, [17] combined
ordered update and two-phase commit approaches to solve the
policy-preserving update problem.
These proposed approaches solve consistent routing update
problems with the awareness of various consistency, but most
of them focus on unicast but less on multicast. Two-phase
commit approach can guarantee the per-packet consistency of
both unicast and multicast network update [2], but the header
ﬁeld occupied by TPC is not specially used for consistent
updates. Therefore, this paper only focuses on ordered update
approaches. The existing approaches on multicast routing
update are not very effective. [18] proves that it is impossible to guarantee both drop-freeness and duplicate-freeness
simultaneously by the previous ordered update approach.
The multicast routing update suffers transient drop and
duplicate packets [18]. Dropped packets result in loss of
data which could badly inﬂuence the Quality of Experience
(QoE). Duplicate packets appear when replicated packets are
forwarded into the same port, which consume double bandwidth. Besides, when the multicast route forms a loop, unlike
the loop in unicast, a large amount of duplicate packets can
be replicated rapidly, because some switches in the loop may
replicate many copies of these packets and forward them back
to the replicators. The useless packets will cause congestions
on the ports of switches and receivers, and as a result, severe
delay happens on the receivers and the application QoE is
degraded. In addition, multicast protocols are based on UDP
but not TCP, so the applications cannot rely on the underlying network protocols to eliminate the duplication. A good
multicast application must maintain the numbers of recent
received packets and check whether the incoming packets are
duplicate ones, which may bring CPU overhead and delay
jitter. Therefore, the network should try to void the duplication
in case the applications cannot check duplication because of
negligence of application designers.
In this paper, we propose Shifter, a novel ordered update
scheme for consistent multicast routing update ensuring both
duplicate-freeness and drop-freeness. In this paper, we write
in(e)gress port as in(out)port. The reason why we solve the

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software-Deﬁned Networking (SDN) is an advanced network architecture decoupling the control plane from the data
plane, which allows the network managers to conﬁgure and
update the network using the controller. SDN provides a global
view of network and centralized computation for routing
management. In spite of the logically centralized control, the
switches still coexist in a distributed environment. During the
routing update, the instructions from the controller to the
switches take effect asynchronously, which may cause the
loss of consistent properties such as loop, black hole, congestion and policy violation [1]. Nevertheless, as the logical
centralization management of SDN, the controller can apply an
update technique that carefully schedules the order of update
operations to guarantee various consistencies.
Many consistent update techniques have been investigated in
the literatures, such as two-phase commit [2]–[6] and ordered
update [7]–[15]. Two-phase commit (TPC) approach adds a
version tag to the rules and stamps packets with the new
version tag in the header ﬁeld. It is a powerful consistent
update technique which guarantees the strong consistency
like per-packet consistency [2]. However, it has to encode
an irrelevant header ﬁeld of packets with the routing version
tag and costs double precious Ternary Content Addressable
Memory (TCAM) memory [16]. Ordered update approaches
ﬁnd a sequence of operations updated in a well-designed order,
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II. P RELIMINARIES AND OBJECTIVE

problem which is proved to be unsolvable [18] is that we study
the necessary condition of the problem and employ a new rule
model which makes it possible to satisfy the condition during
the updates. The existing ordered update approach cannot
guarantee duplicate-freeness without violating drop-freeness
because the switch on both old and new routes cannot shift
trafﬁc from one inport to another by itself, because the rules
in the switch do not have inport match ﬁeld. This inspires us
that the rules in switches should have the match ﬁeld with
inport, which is supported by Openﬂow protocol [19]. With
this new rule model, the switch can shift trafﬁc from one inport
to another by itself using a replace operation, deleting an old
rule and adding a new rule with same outport but different
inports at the same time, without violating duplicate-freeness.
Based on the new rule model, it is easy to ﬁnd all the
update operations that need to be executed. The challenge
is developing an algorithm to schedule the update operations
with a minimum of time without violating drop-freeness. We
observe that there are some dependency relations between
different kinds of operations, which are add, replace and delete
operations. We ﬁnd two kinds of dependency, Add-Replace and
Replace-Delete, which describe the orders between replace
operations and add or delete operations. Then we can build a
dependency graph with three layers to dynamically schedule
three kinds of operations, so the execution time is no more than
three rounds of the past static scheduling. In our simulation,
over 80% of randomly generated scenarios can be solved by
the dependency graph only considering the two dependencies.
However, for the rest scenarios, such a dependency graph
is not enough and we address them by scheduling the order
of Replace operations. We formulate this problem as Replace
Operation Tree Migration Problem (ROTMP). The order of replace operations cannot be described by dependence relation,
so we choose to statically schedule them round by round and
integrate the solution into the dependency graph eventually.
We propose a greedy solution which updates the maximum
number of operations in each round and also formulate the
ROTMP problem as a mixed integer program. We conduct
simulations to compare the greedy solution with the optimal
solution. The simulation results show that Shifter can give near
optimal solutions for most update scenarios with average less
than 1.2 rounds within 10 ms.
Speciﬁcally, our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We study the necessary condition to the solution and introduce the rule model with inport ﬁeld to avoid duplicatefreeness. We also present a mechanism based on OpenFlow
protocol to support the rule model.
• We study the dependency between different kinds of update
operations and build a dependency graph to describe the
dependency between different kinds of operations.
• We formulate the problem of scheduling replace operations
as Replace Operation Tree Migration Problem and propose
a greedy solution.
• We conduct simulations of Shifter and the results show
that Shifter can give near optimal solutions for most update
scenarios with very few rounds and little runtime.

In this section, we introduce the drop-freeness and
duplicate-freeness, and explain why the existing ordered update approaches cannot satisfy both of them. We indicate
that the solution to the problem needs a necessary condition
which can be supported by OpenFlow protocol [19], which
inspires us to change the rule model. Then, we give the model
of Consistent Multicast Routing Update Problem (CMRUP)
based on new rule model. Finally, we present a method to
generate appropriate different kinds of update operations.
A. Drop-freeness and Duplicate-freeness
Drop-freeness means the packets from the sender host can
be forwarded to all receivers, and duplicate-freeness means
the forwarding path from the sender to a receiver is unique.
Take Fig. 1 as an example. The source host is h0 . Host h1 and
h2 are the multicast group members. Each switch along the
multicast trees has a ﬂow table depicting the forwarding rule.
Shown at d1 , once the forwarding rule matches the address
of source host h0 and the group address, it will forward the
packets to port 1 in the action ﬁeld.
Now we will update the route according to the initial and
ﬁnal multicast tree, and update the rules in switches s, m1
and m2 . If m2 is updated lastly, the update satisﬁes dropfreeness but duplicate will happen at d1 because the packets
will be replicated by s and be forwarded to d1 via both m1 and
m2 . However, if m2 is not updated lastly, the update satisﬁes
duplicate-freeness but drop will happen when m2 is updated
before s and m1 . This example also illustrates that the two
consistencies cannot be guaranteed simultaneously by ordered
update approaches no matter what is the order.
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Fig. 1: A multicast routing update scenario

B. Necessary Condition
[18] claimed that the two consistencies cannot be guaranteed simultaneously by ordered update approaches, because
(take Fig. 1 as an example again), the ﬂow traversing through
switch d1 must change its inport transiently, but such a process
has to be ﬁnished by at least two update operations on two
switches (e.g. s and m2 ). To guarantee both consistencies, we
have to change the inport of a ﬂow transiently by only one
update operation on a switch, but not two different operations.
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According to [7], the per-rule update time on a commodity
switch is mostly less than 30 ms, but sometimes it can reach
100-200 ms. However, the simulation time it takes to update
a rule in Mininet is always less than 10 ms. Therefore, we
insert delay sentences before every update instruction in our
programs and the length of the latency is randomly set between
100 ms and 200 ms.
During the simulation, host h0 constantly sends UDP packets with a ﬁxed rate to h1 and h2 . We check the received
packets in h1 and ﬁnd the amount of lost and duplicated
packets. For each sending rate, we perform 100 times of updates. Fig. 3 shows the average number of lost and duplicated
packets of two methods. As the sending rate increases, the lost
and duplicated packets in oneshot increases proportionally. In
contrast, the amounts in inport-based method keep less than 1.
Therefore, inport-based method can surely reduce the packet
loss and duplication. Note that there are a small amount of
packets lost or duplicated in the inport-based method because
the delay in the two paths from switch s to d1 may be a
little bit different, but the difference compared to the sum of
controller reaction time, the controller-switch delay and rule
installation time can be considered negligible.
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Fig. 2: Flow table and group tables of Switch d1 . The dotted
(dashed) lines represent the connection only in the old (new) route.
The full lines are the connection in both routes.

Actually, we can satisfy such requirement by conﬁguring
the rules with the inport ﬁeld and deﬁning a replace operation
to transiently change the inport of the ﬂow. By this way, the
switches can only accept the packets matching the inport ﬁeld
of rules. We temporarily call the update based on the rules with
inport ﬁeld Inport-based update. We can describe an inportbased consistent routing update process as follows:
In the update scenario of Fig. 1 when switch s and m1
add their new rules, packets will come from s to d1 via m1 ,
while d1 will not accept these packets since it has no rule
matching the inport connected with m1 . Then, d1 can execute
the Replace operation which deletes the old rule and adds the
new rule. In addition, it will not forward duplicated packets to
h1 . Finally, m2 can delete the rule with outport to d1 safely.
Only using ﬂow table is not able to execute the above
process because its action ﬁeld of an entry can only be
replaced integrally, but not be added or deleted partially.
However, the key of replace operation is that we can add,
delete or modify the rules taking given inport and outport
as a unit. With the help of OpenFlow protocol [19], we can
use ﬂow tables and group tables to complete the conﬁguration.
An example is exhibited in Fig. 2 at switch d1 . We set the
action ﬁeld of each ﬂow table entry matching an inport as
a group table. Here two entries bring two group tables. The
bucket in a group table can be individually added or deleted. In
this scenario, the replace operation can be done by adding the
bucket of outport 3 in Group 1 and deleting the the bucket of
outport 3 in Group 2. With this new rule model, it is possible
to guarantee both consistencies.
To compare the inport-based update with oneshot update
which do all update operations together, we conduct a simulation using Mininet 2.0 [20] network simulation tool and
Floodlight 1.2 [21] controller running on a PC with an Intel
i5-7300hq quad-core processor. We develop two Floodlight
modules to perform two kinds of updates in the update scenario of Fig. 1 – oneshot and inport-based method. Oneshot
updates three switches s, m1 and m2 together while inportbased method updates s and m1 in the ﬁrst round, then d1 in
the second round and ﬁnally m2 in the third round.
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Fig. 3: Packet loss and duplication of oneshot and inport-based
method in the update scenario of Fig. 1

C. Consistent Multicast Routing Update
•

•

•
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The notations of basic elements are shown in Tab. I.
Inports and outports: We use two nodes to represent a port
in a switch. ipt(vi , sj ) means the inport on switch sj which
is oriented to a node vi . opt(sj , vk ) means the outport on
switch sj which is oriented to a node vk . sj .ipt/opts means
the inport/outports in the rules on switch sj .
Rules: In inport-based update, an inport ipt and an outport
opt decide a rule r(ipt, opt). The essence of r(ipt, opt) is
that a ﬂow table entry matching inport ipt and its action
ﬁeld points to a group table corresponding to ipt, which
has a bucket whose action is outport = opt.
Update operations: Update operations take given inport and
outport as an abstract rule to modify the real rules in ﬂow
tables and group tables. Rule addition and rule deletion are
trivial. Rule replacement is corresponding to two rules with
the same outport but different inports.
There are some extended concepts as follows:

First, we introduce how to generate proper update operations
according to given two routes to avoid duplicate. Next, in order
to avoid drop, we present the conditions of the dependency
between add and delete operations with replace operations.
We develop an algorithm to generate update operations and
build the update operation dependency graph. The dependency
graph could dynamically schedule the operations and solve a
portion of scenarios. As for the rest scenarios, the key to the
problem is to schedule replace operations.
However, the form of dependency graph cannot describe all
feasible orders of replace operations, so we choose to statically
schedule them. We formulate this problem as Replace Operation Tree Migration Problem (ROTMP) and propose a greedy
solution for it. The solution of ROTMP is a sequence of the
set of replace operations. Finally, we integrate the solution of
ROTMP into the dependency graph by adding edges between
replace operations in adjacent rounds. The execution of the
ﬁnal solution is dynamic but we can measure the solution
by the number of layers in the solution. The dependency
graph ﬁrst has three layers of three kinds of operations. The
operations in the same layers do not have dependencies with
each other. However, the replace operations are divided into
several sets according to the solution of ROTMP, so the actual
number of layers is 1+x+1, i.e., one layer of add operations, x
layers of replace operations and one layer of delete operations.

TABLE I: Notations of Multicast Routing Model
Notation
h0
hi ∈ {h1 , ..., hn }
Is
sj ∈ {s1 , s2 , ..., sm }
v ∈ {h0 , h1 , ..., hn ,
Is, s1 , s2 , ..., sm }
ipt(si , sj )
opt(sj , sk )
r(ipt, opt)
add(r)
del(r  )
rep(r, r  )
sj .add/sj .rep/sj .del
sj .ipt/sj .ipt
sj .opts/sj .opts

Description
Sender host
Receiver hosts
Ingress switch
Switch
Node (including switches and hosts)
Inport on switch sj from si
Outport on switch sj to sk
Rule on sj of inport ipt and outport opt
Add operation of new rule r
Delete operation of old rule r
Replace operation of new rule r and old rule r 
Add/Replace/Delete operation on switch sj
The new/old inport of switch sj
The new/old outports of switch sj

Route: The set of all nodes and the rules in the switches. It
also represents a directed graph. If vi and vj are adjacent, vi
has a rule r(., opt(vi , vj )) and vj has a rule r(ipt(vi , vj ), .),
it has an edge (vi , vj ).
• Connection: vi → vj means that the packets sent from vi
will arrive at vj and vj will not drop them. We say that
vj is connected to vi in the route. Speciﬁcally, there exists
a sequence sq(vi , vj ) of nodes and the rules in the nodes
make the packets be forwarded from vi to vj via sq(vi , vj ).
• Join switch: the switch with different old and new inports.
• Common receivers: the receivers in both routes.
Now we can give the deﬁnition of Consistent Multicast
Routing Update Problem (CMRUP).
•

A. Generation of Update Operations
A rule in the routes can be either added or deleted, if
it does not exist in both routes. We can generate add or
delete operations according to whether the rule is new or
old. However, as Fig. 2 shows, some rules must be dealt with
replace operations. We present the basic conditions that a new
rule r and an old rule r in switch sj should be dealt with a
replace operation as follows:


• Inports of r and r are different and outports of r and r is
the same, according to the deﬁnition of replace operation.

• Assuming that the outport of r and r is opt(sj , sk ), there
exists at least one common receiver hi , and sk → hi in both
old and new routes.

Deﬁnition 1 (CMRUP). Given two routes, which have the
same h0 and Is, generate the update operations and schedule
their order to make the old route change into the new route,
and the route during the update should guarantee that for any
common receiver hi , h0 → hi and there is only one sq(h0 , hi ).
Drop-freeness implies h0 → hi , which is equal to socalled relaxed-loop-freeness [10] which means there are no
loops in the path from source to destination. Duplicate-freeness
implies there is only one sq(h0 , hi ). CMRUP is more complex
than the past consistent unicast routing update problem. The
solution should generate all update operations ﬁrst and then
schedule them. The goal is to minimize the update time. In
unicast update, only one operation needs to be executed in
a switch, which directly changes the outport of the ﬂow.
However, in CMRUP, a switch has an old and a new inport, and
several old and new outports. The two groups of outports may
have intersection, so it is not evident to generate appropriate
operations. Furthermore, in CMRUP, the effect of operations
are more complex than the operations using the rule model
that has not inport ﬁeld. Besides, the receivers in CMRUP are
multiple and they can be removed, added or maintained during
the update, and only the common receivers need consistencies
during the update.

Theorem 1. If r and r in a switch sj satisfy the above
two conditions, unless r and r are dealt with rep(r, r ),
drop-freeness and duplicate-freeness cannot be guaranteed
simultaneously.
Proof. First, we prove that if there exists at least one receiver
host hi and in both old and new routes sk → hi , then sj → sk
and it should be guaranteed that there is at most one sq(h0 , sk )
during the update.
h0 → hi should be guaranteed during the update, so
sq(h0 , hi ) always exists during the update. Because in both
old and new routes sk → hi , if there are two sq(h0 , sk ), there
will be two sq(h0 , hi ). Therefore, it should be guaranteed that
there is only one sq(h0 , sk ). In both routes, the next hop of
sj is sk , so sq(h0 , hi ) always includes sj following with sk .
If sj → sk becomes false during the update, sq(h0 , hi ) will
be broken. Therefore, sj → sk should be guaranteed.

III. S HIFTER DESIGN
In this section, we present the three main components of
Shifter – generation of update operations, dependency graph
of update operations, static scheduling of replace operations.
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Second, we prove that if sj → sk and only one sq(h0 , sk )
are guaranteed during the update, then r and r should be dealt
with rep(r, r ). If r is added by add(r) and r is deleted by
del(r ) respectively, neither two orders of two operations can
satisfy the requirements. Assume that inports of r and r are
ipt(si , sj ) and ipt (si , sj ). There are two cases:
• add(r) happens ﬁrst. If at the moment before add(r)
happens, h0 → si and si is forwarding packets to sj ,
there will be two sq(h0 , sk ) after add(r) happens. More
detailedly, before add(r) happens, sq(h0 , sk ) via si exists
and when add(r) happens, the old sq(h0 , sk ) still exists
because add(r) cannot break it. Then, two sq(h0 , sk ) will
coexist. Otherwise, if at the moment before add(r) happens
sq(h0 , sk ) via si does not exist, sq(h0 , sk ) does not exist
and thus h0 → sk cannot be guaranteed.

• del(r ) happens ﬁrst so that h0 → sk cannot be guaranteed.
Therefore, add(r) and del(r ) should happen at the same
time, which must only be done by rep(r, r ). rep(r, r ) is the
necessary condition for h0 → sk and only one sq(h0 , sk ).

Graph (UODG) – a dependency graph of update operations
as nodes and the order between two operations as directed
edges. With the UODG, the controller constantly checks and
executes the operations in the UODG who have no in-coming
edges. After getting a reply message from the switch, the
controller deletes the corresponding operation and the edges
connected to it in the UODG. The controller executes this
process repeatedly until the graph becomes empty.
Now we give the conditions that an edge between two
operations should be built in the UODG as follows:
(Add-Replace) add(r(ipt(., sj ), opt(sj , sk ))) must happen
before rep(r(ipt(sa , sb ), opt(sb , sc )), r (ipt (sa , sb ), opt(sb ,
sc )) is executed.
1) sa is in the downstream of sk in the new route.
2) There are common receivers in the downstream of sc .
3) For any sx followed with sy in sq(sj , sb ), there is no
edge from sx to sy in the old route.
(Replace-Delete) del(r(ipt(., sj ), opt(sj , sk ))) must happen
after rep(r(ipt(sa , sb ), opt(sb , sc )), r (ipt (sa , sb ), opt(sb ,
sc )) is ﬁnished.
1) sa is in the downstream of sk in the old route.
2) There are common receivers in the downstream of sc .
3) For any sx followed with sy in sq(sj , sb ), there is no
edge from sx to sy in the new route.
Before proof, we demonstrate the third condition by Fig. 4.
There are 4 add operations and 4 delete operations in this
scenario. We can ﬁnd that there are no dependencies between
the add operations in s and m1 with the replace operation in
d. In fact, d only depends on the add operations in m4 and
m5 . The reason is that m3 → m4 in both routes, and therefore
h0 → m4 is guaranteed during the update. The connection in
the upstream of m4 is irrelevant with d. The delete operations
are similar with the add operations.

If the generation of operations satisﬁes Thm. 1, the update
guarantees duplicate-freeness because any two rules with different inports but identical outport could not coexist. The speciﬁc method for operation generation is integrated in Alg. 1.
B. Update Operation Dependency Graph
After generating all operations, it’s time to schedule them
with the aware of drop-freeness. As mentioned before, it is
a complex problem for different kinds of operations and the
multicast routing structures. We hope the order of operations
can be described by a few constraints so that we can determine
the order of every single operation simply. Fortunately, we
have the following observation which implies how to schedule
add and delete operations:

• add(r(., opt(sj , sk ))) and del(r (., opt(sj , sk ))) could
cause drop only when a join switch exists in the
downstream of sk in the old route.
In this paper, we consider the downstream of a switch sj in
the route, including sj itself. When no join switches exist in
the downstream of sk in one route, there will be no common
receivers, so the operations do not cause drop. Without the
loss of generality, we only consider add operations. Assume
that hi is a common receiver and sj → hi via sk in the
new route. If the switches in sq(sj , hi ) of the new route are
not join switches, sq(h0 , hi ) of the old route must include
sq(sj , hi ). However, add(r(., opt(sj , sk ))) should not be generated because r exists in both routes. Therefore, if no such
join switches exist, and thus no common receivers exist, the
operations will not cause drop.
We can demonstrate the observation in Fig. 2. d1 is a join
switch, so the add operations in s and m1 and the delete
operation in m2 may cause drop if they are not carefully
scheduled. The method to avoid violation of consistencies is
to let the add operations happen before the replace operation
in the join switch d1 and the delete operations happen after
d1 .rep. We describe it by an Update Operation Dependency
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Fig. 4: An update scenario and its UODG. Operations in s, m1 , m2
have no dependencies with the replace operation in d.

Now we explain the order between operations which satisfy
the conditions. The relation between the two operations that
the conditions describe can be summarized as sj is connected
with sb by a path, whose edges only exist in either old or
new routes. In addition, h0 → sk should be guaranteed during
the update because of the second condition. Therefore, before
rep happens, the old path cannot be broken by any delete
operations in the switches in the old path, and the new path
should be established by the add operations in the switches in
the new path.
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according to Thm. 1 as well as add and delete operations. The
pseudo-code from Line 27 and 39 traverse upwards along the
new and old route to ﬁnd the add and delete operations satisfy
Add-Replace and Replace-Delete conditions, and then add
directed edges between the operations. The time complexity
of the DFS algorithm is O(N + E), where N is the number of
switches and E is the number of edges in both routes, because
an edge can be traversed for three times at most.
We can make a summary of the generation of update
operations and the UODG. First, the operations generated by
Alg. 1 implies that the update will be duplicate-free, because
every switch cannot keep two rules with the same outport but
different inports, which must be dealt with a replace operation.
Second, based on the UODG, add or delete operations have no
other constraints, and only the order of the correlated replace
operations involve consistencies, because sq(h0 , hi ), where hi
is a common receiver, are only changed by replace operations.
Finally, there are some scenarios that UODG cannot guarantee
drop-freeness, which should be solved by static scheduling of
the replace operations (e.g. Fig.5).

Note that the two kinds of dependency are necessary conditions for all feasible orders. The possible orders described
by UODG must includes all feasible orders, and even in some
scenarios they are identical. Furthermore, there are no more
constraints on the orders of add and delete operations, because
based on the current UODG they will not cause neither dropfreeness nor duplicate-freeness.
We combine the generation of update operations and the
UODG into an algorithm which is a depth-ﬁrst search algorithm which uses a recursive function called UODG-DFS
(Alg. 1). The algorithm ﬁrst starts from the ingress switch
as the parameter of the function and ﬁnally return the update
operation dependency graph.
Algorithm 1: UODG-DFS

4

Input: sj , G
if sj ∈old
/
route then
foreach r(., opt(sj , sk )) of sj in the new route do
G.add node(add(r))
UODG-DFS(sk )

5

else

1
2
3

6
7
8
9

if sj .ipt == sj .ipt then
foreach opt(sj , sk ) ∈ s.opts do
if opt(sj , sk ) ∈
/ s.opts then
G.add node(del(r (sj .ipt, opt(sj , sk ))))
foreach opt(sj , sk ) ∈ s.opts do
if opt ∈ s.opts then
UODG-DFS(sk )
else
G.add node(add(r(sj .ipt, opt(sj , sk ))))
UODG-DFS(sk )

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

else
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UODG-DFS(sk )
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The replace operations in m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 and d cannot
be executed in an arbitrary order. It is obvious that m1 .rep
and m2 .rep cannot be executed ﬁrst, otherwise drop will
happen. We carefully check all feasible orders of the 5 replace
operations and ﬁnd that no dependency relation can describe
all feasible orders of them. Therefore, the replace operations
should be statically scheduled in a sequence of subsets of
them, updated round by round, based on the UODG.

foreach r(ipt(si , sj ), opt(sj , sk )) ∈ sj in the new route do
if opt ∈
/ sj .opts then
G.add node(add(r(ipt, opt(sj , sk ))))
UODG-DFS(sk )
else
G.add node(rep(r(sj .ipt, opt(sj , sk )),
r  (sj .ipt , opt(sj , sk ))))
// Traverse along the new route upstream.
cur ← si , prev ← sj .
while cur is not the next hop of a join switch do
G.add edge(add(r(ipt(sx , cur),
opt(cur, prev))),rep)
prev ← cur, cur ← sx .

39

34

P

Fig. 5: An infeasible case for UODG

foreach r  (ipt (si , sj ), opt(sj , sk )) ∈ sj in the old route do
if opt ∈
/ sj .opts then
G.add node(del(r (ipt (si , sj ), opt(sj , sk ))))

// Traverse along the old route upstream.
// sj .ipt = ipt(si , sj )
cur ← si , prev ← sj .
while cur is not the next hop of a join switch do
G.add edge(rep,del(r(ipt(sx , cur),
opt(cur, prev))))
prev ← cur, cur ← sx .

33

K

C. Static Scheduling of Replace Operations
According to the UODG, every replace operation should be
executed after a path from the ingress switch is ﬁnished by
some add operations. At the moment before the replace operation happens, the switch actually receives packets from the
new inport, though they are dropped because the new rule has
not been added. However, after the replace operation happens,
the path from h0 to this switch may be broken. For example, in
Fig. 5, after m4 .add ﬁnishes, m4 is sending packets to m1
and then m1 .rep can be executed according to the UODG.
However, after m1 .rep happens, m1 cannot receive packets
from s and m4 cannot either. A feasible order of the ﬁve
replace operations can be {m3 , m4 , d} → {m2 } → {m1 }.
The reason for why we have to schedule the order of replace
operations is that some replace operations can cause loops
during the update. Such a loop must consist of a part of old
route and a part of new route, because the old or new route
cannot have any loops. The two parts of different routes are
connected by two join switches (sj and sk ). sj is an upstream

Alg. 1 omits the generation of some delete operations, which
do not depend on replace operations. They can be easily added
by traversing those switches only in the old routes. Alg. 1
checks the rules in a switch and generates replace operations
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switch of sk in the old route, and in contrast sk is an upstream
switch of sj in the new route (e.g. m2 and m3 in Fig. 5).
This reason inspires us that the route during the update
may be able to described as a tree which do not have loops
between h0 and common receivers. The unit of update is
simpliﬁed as only one replace operation since that the orders
of Add and Delete operations are correlated to it by the UODG.
Besides, the switches that are not be updated by any replace
operations can be ignored, except Is. Finally, the original
problem is converted into a problem called replace Operation
Tree Migration Problem (ROTMP), whose answer is the order
of replace operations. First, we present the detailed deﬁnition
of some related concepts about ROTMP as follows:
• Replace Operation Tree (ROT) is a directed graph including Is and the join switches. A ROT is transformed from
a route. Two nodes, e.g. sj and sk , are connected from sj
to sk in the ROT if and only if in the route sj → sk and
sq(sj , sk ) has no other join switches except sj and sk (sj
can be Is). The ROTMP has two ROTs at the beginning,
which are converted from the old and new routes, denoted
as OROT and NROT. The nodes may have different father
nodes in OROT and NROT. The migration process is to use
Migration operations to migrate OROT to NROT.
• Migration operation is a combination of all replace operations in a switch. The ROT needs to be migrated from one
to another by migration operations, as the route needs to
be updated by update operations. In ROTMP, the add and
delete operations are ignored because they are correlated to
replace operations, and the corresponding add operations of
a replace operations are integrated into a migration operation
together with the replace operation. A migration operation
in switch sj will change the father node of sj in the ROT.
• Target Nodes are the switches that should always be connected with Is in a ROT. In the route, common receiver(s)
are in the downstream of a target node and the path from
a target node and the common receiver has no other join
switches. During the migration, all nodes have a father node
and some intermediate ROTs may not only have a tree but
also another separate part that does not have any target nodes
so that common receivers are still connected to Is.
• Concurrent Migration Operation Set (CMOS) is a set of
migration operations that can be executed in a round. When
n migration operations in a CMOS are updated together,
the ROT may be changed into one of 2n − 1 different
ROTs. Every possible ROT should guarantee all target nodes
connected with Is.
Now we give the deﬁnition of Replace Operation Tree Migration Problem (ROTMP) as follows:

though the ﬁnal solution is dynamic. Note that to simplify
the problem, a migration operation represents all replace
operations in the switch other than one, which may slightly
increase the number of rounds but the solution still exists.
Fig. 6 shows the ROTMP of the scenario in Fig. 5 and a
solution to it. The shadowed nodes are the nodes which have
not been migrated. The switches mx where x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
are removed because they do not have replace operations.
The migration operation on m1 , for example, means that
in CMRUP m1 .rep happens after m4 .add according to the
UODG so that m1 is connected to m4 directly in the third
round. It takes 3 rounds to migrate OROT to NROT. Note that
the ﬁrst CMOS has 3 operations and it can be proved that no
matter what the order of these 3 operations is, the ROT can
guarantee drop-freeness (h1 and h2 are connected to s).
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Fig. 6: ROTMP and its solution of the scenario in Fig. 5

Fig. 7 shows the whole solution of the scenario in Fig. 5. It
connects the replace operations in the previous round to those
in the next round in the UODG. This instance maybe seems
to have too many layers, but the evaluation results show that
such a complex case is very hard to appear.
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Fig. 7: Final solution of the scenario in Fig. 5.

In the next subsection, we formulate the maximum update
problem and the optimal update problem as mixed integer
programs.

Deﬁnition 2 (ROTMP). Given OROT and NROT converted
from the old and new routes, ﬁnd a sequence of CMOSs, which
are disjoint subsets of all migration operations, to migrate
OROT to NROT.

IV. G REEDY AND OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
In this section, we present two mixed integer programs:
greedy program to compute the maximum number of nodes
to update in a round, and optimal program to compute the
minimum number of update rounds. The greedy solution runs
the greedy program in each round and updates the Replace Operation Tree (ROT) by its solution. We use randomly-generated

ROTMP is similar to the static ordered update approaches,
whose goal is to minimize the rounds of update, so we
also regard the migration of a CMOS as a round of update
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Replace Operation Tree Migration Problem (ROTMP) instances to compare their runtime and number of rounds.

between the source and target nodes which should not form
any loop. Therefore, constraint 1e sets the Miller-TuckerZemlin constraint [22] to avoid loops.
We can ﬁnd out the variables in the objective whose value
is 1 to decide the nodes to be updated in this round.
The greedy solution can be divided into three steps:
1) Run the program (1) with the input of OROT and NROT.
Get the nodes to be updated.
2) Update the OROT with these nodes and reconstruct OROT
and NROT by removing the updated nodes.
3) If OROT has no updateable nodes, then stop. Otherwise
return to step (1).

A. Greedy Solution
During the update, the ROT is migrated to intermediate
ROTs and the updated nodes could be removed to reduce
the input scale of the mixed integer program in each round,
while not changing the solution. We reconstruct the two ROTs
by removing the updated nodes while keeping connectivity
between every two remaining nodes changeless. Therefore, the
input of the greedy program in each round is two ROTs which
have the same nodes and every node except the source has
different previous hop.
Now we formulate the maximum consistent multicast routing update problem as a mixed integer program. Given the two
ROTs, we should choose the maximum Concurrent Migration
Operation Set (CMOS). Every migration operation is corresponding with an old edge and a new edge which respectively
connects with the old and the new father node. In fact, a set
of migration operations can be a CMOS if and only if we can
add the new edges into OROT without introducing any loop
containing a node in an s-d path. The evidence is that every
node except the source has only one father node. If there are no
loops between the source and destinations, every target node
can traverse upstream and ﬁnally reach the source. Otherwise,
if a node in the s-d path is in a loop, the target node in that
path will traverse along the loop and cannot reach the source.
The reason why we can reserve the old edges is that the old
and new incoming edges of a node cannot be in the same loop.
From this inference, we can formulate the greedy program (1).
We denote the set of old edges in OROT as Eo and the set
of new edges in NROT as En (let E = Eo ∪ En ), an the set
of all updateable nodes as V . We also have a source s and a
destination set D consisting of all target nodes.

max
xu,v
(1)

B. Optimal Solution
We formulate the optimal update problem as a single mixed
integer program to ﬁnd the minimum number of rounds. First,
we should assume that the number of rounds has an upper
bound R bound. Let Γ = {1, · · · , R bound}. Then, we use
xru,v ∈ {0, 1}, r ∈ Γ to represent whether the ROT contains
(u, v) after the rth round. Specially, x0u,v is corresponding
with the OROT. Only when node v is updated in round r,
xru,v is different from xr−1
u,v . Therefore, constraint 2a enforces
the lower bound of R. Constraint 2b and 2c implies every
old edge will be deleted from the ROT once and only once.
Constraint 2d relates the new edge to the old edge pointing
r
∈ {0, 1}
at the same node. We use the binary variables yu,v
to signify whether (u, v) may appear before and after the rth
round (see constraint 2e and 2f). Constraints 2e-2i are similar
with constrains 1b-1e, which avoid loops between the source
and destinations.
min
s.t.

(u,v)∈En

s.t.

xu,v = 1, (u, v) ∈ Eo
zu,d = xu,d , d ∈ D, (u, d) ∈ E
zu,v ≤ xu,v , (u, v) ∈ E
zu,v ≥ zv,w + xv,w − 1, (u, v), (v, w) ∈ E
|V | · zu,v + tu − tv ≤ |V | − 1, (u, v) ∈ E

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)
(1d)
(1e)

First, we use binary variables xu,v ∈ {0, 1} to signify
whether the edge (u, v) ∈ E may appear during this round.
The objective is to maximize the number of newly-added
edges. Constraint 1a sets xu,v = 1 when (u, v) is an old
edge. Then, we set the binary variables zu,v ∈ {0, 1} to
indicate whether the edge (u, v) may appear and some target
nodes are in its downstream. Constraint 1b sets zu,d = xu,d
as (u, d) contains a target node d. Constraint 1c enforce if
xu,v = 0, i.e., (u, v) does not appear, then zu,v should be
0. Constraint 1d embodies if zv,w = 1 and (u, v) appears,
then zu,v should be 1 because the downstream of (v, w) is
also the downstream of (u, v). If zv,w or xv,w is 0, then the
constraint is meaningless. Finally, zu,v represents the edges

R

(2)

R ≥ r · (xru,v − xr−1
u,v ), (u, v) ∈ En , r ∈ Γ

(2a)

r
xr−1
u,v ≥ xu,v , (u, v) ∈ Eo
R bound
xu,v
= 0, x0u,v = 1, (u, v) ∈ Eo
r
r
xu,v + xw,v = 1, (u, v) ∈ Eo , (w, v) ∈ En
r
yu,v
≥ xru,v , (u, v) ∈ E
r
yu,v ≥ xr−1
u,v , (u, v) ∈ E
r
r
zu,d = yu,d , d ∈ D, (u, d) ∈ E
r
r
zu,v
≤ yu,v
, (u, v) ∈ E
r
r
r
zu,v ≥ zv,w + yv,w
− 1, (u, v), (v, w) ∈ E
r
|V | · zu,v + tu − tv ≤ |V | − 1, (u, v) ∈ E

(2b)
(2c)
(2d)
(2e)
(2f)
(2g)
(2h)
(2i)
(2j)

The program 2 does not guarantee feasible solutions unless
R bound is big enough. However, the program scale is proportional to R bound and the runtime can increase exponentially
with the growth of R bound. Therefore, we tend to start from
a small R bound (e.g. 3) and try R bound + 1 next time.
C. Comparison
In consideration of the trade-off between runtime and round
number, we should choose a proper solution according to the
characteristics of the ROTMP instances. We explore the inﬂuence of three characteristics of a ROT on the two solutions,
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Fig. 8: Comparison between greedy and optimal solutions of ROTMP instances transformed from multicast routing update scenarios

next hops.
The above process can guarantee randomness as much as
possible. Note that these instances are not transformed from
the consistent multicast update scenarios and the ROTMP
instances transformed from the scenarios have much smaller
problem scale and thus solutions when the original input
number of nodes are the same.
We conduct 125 groups of experiments with different parameters. #Nodes, #Targets and #Leaves of these instances
are respectively {10,20,30,40,50}, {1,2,3,4,5} and {1,2,3,4,5}.
For each group of parameters, we generate 500 instances and
test the average number of rounds (#rounds) and average
runtime (#runtime) of greedy and optimal solutions.
Fig. 9 shows the interrelation between #rounds and #runtime
of two solutions. When #rounds is small, #runtime of two
solutions are close, but when #rounds becomes large, #runtime
of optimal solution increases rapidly. Therefore, we can use
the greedy solution instead of the optimal solution.

including the total number of updateable nodes (written as
#Nodes), the number of leaf nodes (written as #Leaves) and
the number of target nodes (written as #Targets). We conduct
numerical simulations with randomly generated ROTMP instances and run the two solutions with the same input. We use
the state-of-the-art mathematical programming solver, Gurobi
Optimizer 7.5 [23], to solve both mixed integer programs.
The ROTMP instances are randomly-generated according
to the input parameters (#Nodes, #Leaves and #Targets). The
generation can be divided into four steps:
1) Set s0 as the source node of two ROTs. Generate a node
set S, |S| = #N odes. Select a node set D ⊆ S as the
target nodes, |D| = #T argets.
2) In each ROT, randomly select a node si from S and
randomly select a node sj already in the ROT as si ’s
father node, and guarantee that the number of leaf nodes
in the ROT does not exceed #Leaves. Then remove si
from S. Repeatedly insert a node in S into the ROT until
S is empty.
3) Remove the nodes which are not in any path from s0 to
a target node si ∈ D.
4) Compare the two ROTs and recursively remove the nodes
which have the same old and new father nodes and the
non-common nodes that are not in both ROTs. When a
node is removed, its father node should connect with its

V. E VALUATION
In this section, we perform simulations to compare the runtime and performance of greedy and optimal solutions in multicast routing update scenarios and explain that Shifter should
use the greedy solution. We randomly generate multicast trees
and update scenarios. The multicast trees can be generated by
the same method of ROT. We use #Nodes, #Leaves and #Targets to describe the parameters of the multicast trees. For each
group of parameters, we generate 500 instances of multicast
routing update scenarios. Then we apply Alg. 1 to build the
update operation dependency graph, and then test greedy and
optimal solutions on the formulated Replace Operation Tree
Migration Problem instances (ROTMP). Finally, we illustrates
that the greedy solution can solve most update scenarios with
very few rounds and little runtime.
Fig. 8(a) shows the distribution of #rounds and #runtime
of both solutions. Almost all points has less than 1.2 #rounds
and 6 ms, so we can choose either greedy or optimal solution
for this problem without much waste on runtime or update
duration. Fig. 8(b) shows that #rounds and #runtime of both
solutions do not have evident change with the growth of
#Nodes. Therefore, it can be inferred that #Nodes may not
have an evident inﬂuence on #rounds.







































Fig. 9: Comparison between greedy and optimal solutions of
directly generated ROTMP instances
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Fig. 8(c) shows that #rounds and #runtime increase slightly
with the growth of #Targets. Since that the two paths from
one source to a destination are likely to be different, there
may exist a replace operation in the join switch of the two
paths. Therefore, more destinations could increase the number
of replace operations and thus the problem scale of ROTMP.
Fig. 8(d) shows that #rounds and #runtime have a sharp
decrease when #Leaves increases from 1 to 2, which explains
the gap in the scatter points of Fig. 8(a). It implies that more
complex routing structures make the nodes more disordered
and decrease the probability that a node has the same previous
hop and thus the problem scale.
Considering the impact of all parameters, when #Targets=#Nodes and #Leaves=1, the update scenarios could be
the most difﬁcult to update. We conduct simulations on small
scale scenarios (see in Fig. 10(a)) and large scale scenarios (see
in Fig. 10(b)) and let #Targets=#Nodes and #Leaves=1. We
can see that in both small and large scenarios, #rounds of two
solutions are very close and lower than 1.2. In small scenarios,
#runtime of optimal solution is always less than 5 ms, but it
increases much faster than greedy solution in large scenarios.
Therefore, taking the runtime and the number of rounds into
account, we should choose the greedy solution to solve the
ROTMP. Fig. 10 also proves that the greedy solution can give
very few rounds and little runtime for multicast routing update
scenarios, even if the scenario is very large.
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Fig. 10: Comparison between greedy and optimal solutions of
ROTMP instances transformed from multicast routing update
scenario instances (#Nodes=#Targets, #Leaves=1)

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose Shifter, a novel ordered update scheme to address Consistent Multicast Routing Update
problem based on Software-Deﬁned Networks while ensuring
both drop-freeness and duplicate-freeness. To the best of our
knowledge, Shifter is the ﬁrst ordered update scheme to
guarantee drop-freeness and duplicate-freeness in consistent
multicast routing updates. Shifter enables the inport ﬁeld,
which makes it possible to solve this problem, and employs an
update operation scheduling algorithm that combines dynamic
and static methods. We present a greedy solution to solve the
static scheduling problem. The simulations prove that Shifter
can perform near-optimal solutions for most update scenarios
with very few rounds and little runtime.
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